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Quantitative Confocal Imaging of the Retinal
Microvasculature in the Human Retina
Priscilla Ern Zhi Tan,1,2 Paula K. Yu,1,2 Chandrakumar Balaratnasingam,1,2
Stephen J. Cringle,1,2 William H. Morgan,1 Ian L. McAllister,1 and Dao-Yi Yu1,2
PURPOSE. We investigated quantitatively the distribution of
blood vessels in different neural layers of the human retina.
METHODS. A total of 16 human donor eyes was perfusion-fixed
and labeled for endothelial f-actin. Retinal eccentricity located
3 mm superior to the optic disk was studied using confocal
scanning laser microscopy. Immunohistochemical methods
applied to whole-mount and transverse sections were used to
colocalize capillary networks with neuronal elements. Capillary morphometry, diameter, and density measurements were
compared among networks.
RESULTS. Four different capillary networks were identified and
quantified in the following regions: Nerve fiber layer (NFL),
retinal ganglion cell (RGC) layer, border of the inner plexiform
layer (IPL) and superficial boundary of the inner nuclear layer
(INL), and boundary of the deep INL and outer plexiform layer.
The innermost and outermost capillary networks demonstrated a laminar configuration, while IPL and deep INL networks
displayed a complex three-dimensional configuration. Capillary
diameter in RGC and IPL networks were significantly less than
in other networks. Capillary density was greatest in the RGC
network (26.74%), and was significantly greater than in the
NFL (13.69%), IPL (11.28%), and deep INL (16.12%) networks.
CONCLUSIONS. The unique metabolic demands of neuronal subcompartments may influence the morphometric features of
regional capillary networks. Differences in capillary diameter
and density between networks may have important correlations with neuronal function in the human retina. These
findings may be important for understanding pathogenic
mechanisms in retinal vascular disease. (Invest Ophthalmol
Vis Sci. 2012;53:5728–5736) DOI:10.1167/iovs.12-10017
he precise organization of vascular structures within the
human retina allows the optical properties of the eye, and
the nutritional demands of retinal structures, to be maintained
simultaneously. A change in capillary network density, in
response to altered retinal homeostasis, is likely to modify the
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refractive properties of the light path to the outer retina.
Similarly, changes in capillary morphometry, as a means of
improving retinal optics, may compromise nutritional supply
to important neuronal elements.
Concepts regarding the role of neurons in modulating
regional blood flow, and thereby the local supply of glucose
and oxygen, have undergone significant paradigm shifts over
the past decade.1 Previous researchers favored the idea that
local blood flow was controlled by negative feedback
mechanisms; however, there now is increasing evidence to
suggest that neurons and glial cells have a vital role in
controlling the capillary circulation.1,2 Understanding the
morphometric organization of capillary systems in the human
retina, and the relationship they bear to distinct neuronal
layers, may increase our understanding of neurovascular
coupling mechanisms that are important in retinal homeostasis.2 Detailed knowledge of neuron-glial-vascular interactions in
the retina also may provide insights into pathogenic mechanisms relevant to retinal vascular diseases.
Oxygen is an essential substrate for retinal energy
metabolism and has a key role in moderating neurovascular
coupling mechanisms.1 Intraretinal oxygen distribution and
uptake has been quantified precisely in the mammalian retina
and the disparities in metabolic activity between somal,
dendritic, and synaptic retinal compartments have been
demonstrated previously.3–8 Although it has been known for
decades that the multilayered retinal capillary network
underlies the distribution of oxygen tension in the retina9 the
relationships between capillary network morphometry and the
heterogeneous metabolic demands of neuronal elements
remain unclarified. Gariano et al. documented the location of
vascular plexuses within the primate retina, and performed
detailed quantitative measurements of the temporal and spatial
sequence of vascular plexus formation.10 These studies have
been critical for understanding physiologic mechanisms that
govern retinal angiogenesis and vascular development. Delineating the morphometric characteristics of capillary networks
may identify important vascular adaptations that allow the
unique metabolic demands of each retinal layer to be satisfied.
It also may allow important correlations between capillary
network morphometry and previously determined retinal
oxygen measurements to be performed, thus allowing speculation concerning structure-function relationships in the
primate retina. Finally, it may elucidate structural mechanisms
that facilitate the fine balance between optical clarity and
cellular nutrition in the human eye.
In this report we use novel, micropipette and antibodybased perfusion methodology, together with confocal microscopic techniques, to examine the retinal circulation.11–13 The
region of retina 3 mm superior to the optic disk was examined
and the morphometric features of capillary networks, respective to distinct retinal layers, were quantified. A region superior
to the optic disk was chosen for examination in an effort to
avoid the macula – an area with vascular and cellular
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TABLE 1. Human Donor Details
Donor ID

Age

Sex

Eye

Cause of
Death

Time to
Cannulation (h)

22
32
49
67
23
66
22
53
60
72
72
60
59
39

M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M

L
L
LþR
L
L
LþR
L
L
L
R
L
R
R
L

MVA
MVA
Cancer
Cancer
Suicide
Cancer
Suicide
MVA
Collapse
Drowning
Sepsis
Liver disease
Melanoma
Sepsis

15.0
20.0
5.5
9.5
22.0
15.0
15.0
14.0
18.0
15.0
3.0
3.5
12.0
20.0

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I*
J*
K†
L‡
M
N

Age (years), sex (M, male; F, female), side (L, left; R, right) cause of
death, and time to cannulation for each eye donor are provided. MVA,
motor vehicle accident.
* Donor eyes that were flat-mounted for colocalization studies.
† Donor eye that was used for epoxy sectioning.
‡ Donor eye that was sectioned transversely for colocalization.

specializations that is markedly different from most other retinal
eccentricities.14 Our study is a detailed quantitative assessment
of capillary networks that comprise the human retinal
circulation and is an important extension to previous studies
that have evaluated retinal vascular characteristics.10,15–17

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Our study was approved by the human research ethics committee at
The University of Western Australia. All human tissue was handled
according to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Human Donor Eyes
A total of 16 eyes from 14 donors was studied. All eyes were obtained
from the Lions Eye Bank (Lions Eye Institute, Western Australia). Eyes
were received after removal of corneal buttons for transplantation.
None of the donors had a known history of eye disease. The
demographic data, cause of death, and postmortem time to eye
perfusion for each donor are presented in Table 1. We used 12 eyes for
quantitative analysis, three eyes for colocalization studies, and one for
epoxy sectioning (Table 1).

Perfusion Labeling of Retinal Circulation
Our previous reports have provided a detailed review of the perfusionbased techniques used for targeted retinal endothelial labeling.12,13
Identical methodology was used for our present study. Briefly, the
central retinal artery was cannulated, and residual blood was washed
out with oxygenated Ringer’s solution and 1% bovine serum albumin.
After the 20-minute Ringer’s wash, 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer was perfused for at least 30 minutes to achieve
fixation. Then, 0.1% Triton-X-100 in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered solution
was perfused for 5 to 7 minutes to aid in the permeation of endothelial
cell membranes. Detergent subsequently was washed out by a 30minute perfusion with 0.1 M phosphate-buffered solution. Microfilaments and cell nuclei then were labeled over the course of 2 hours by
using a mixture of phalloidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 546 (30U;
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and bisbenzamide (H33258, 1.2 lg/ml;
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or iodide dye (YO-PRO-1, 6.6 lM;
Invitrogen). Residual label was cleared from the vasculature by further
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perfusion with 0.1 M phosphate buffer. The posterior chamber then
was immersion fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight.

Tissue Preparation and Immunolabeling
The posterior globe was dissected at the equator to allow viewing of
the posterior retina. The retina was dissected carefully around optic
disc edge. A few cuts were made in the peripheral retina to enable the
retina to lie flat.
Retinas from two separate donors (Table 1) underwent wholemount immunolabeling using the protocol described by Xiao and
Hendrickson.18 This permitted colocalization of capillary networks
relative to distinct retinal layers. In brief, the whole retina was washed
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer on a shaker for one to two days, floated in
1% sodium borohydride in phosphate buffer overnight, cryoprotected
in 30% sucrose and stored at 808C. The retina subsequently was
thawed and maintained at 48C on a slow speed shaker before
immunolabeling. The retina was permeabilized overnight in solution
comprising 0.1% sodium azide and 0.1% Triton-X 100 in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer. The solution then was changed to a blocking serum
comprising 10% normal goat serum in phosphate buffer for overnight
incubation. Primary antibodies then were added to the solution for
incubation over three to four days. Excess antibodies were washed off
by overnight incubation in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. The retina then was
incubated with secondary antibodies and nucleic acid label overnight,
and washed thoroughly in solution for at least 2 hours before
mounting.
Retinal ganglion cells and their axons were labeled using rabbit antic-synuclein19 (1:200, Abcam ab55424; Abcam, Cambridge, MA) and
goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488
(1:200, Invitrogen A11034; Invitrogen). For identification of ON-bipolar
cells20 and horizontal cells,20 the primary antibodies that were used
included mouse anti-Go-a (1:100, Millipore MAB3073; Millipore,
Billerica, MA) and rabbit anti-parvalbumin (1:200, Swant PV 25; Swant,
Marly, Fribourg), respectively. Secondary antibodies that were conjugated to these primary antibodies included goat anti-mouse antibody
(Alexa Fluor 488, 1:200, Invitrogen A10680; Invitrogen) and goat antirabbit antibody (Alexa Fluor 635, 1:200, Invitrogen A21070; Invitrogen), respectively. Separate retinas were used for labeling retinal
ganglion cells and horizontal cells, as the secondary antibodies for both
primary antibodies were derived from rabbit species.
One eye that did not undergo perfusion-labeling was used for
immunolabeling colocalization after frozen sectioning (Table 1). The
same retinal eccentricity was examined. Transverse retinal frozen
sections, 12 lm thick, were dried onto Gold slides (Erie Superfrost
PLUS, ERIFT-4981GLPLUS-006E; Biolab, Decatur, GA) and used for
immunolabeling. Blood vessels were labeled using lectins from
Triticum Vulgaris conjugated to TRITC (1:50, Sigma L5266; SigmaAldrich). Nuclei were counter-labeled using bisbenzamide (H33258,
1.2lg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich). Remaining primary and secondary antibodies
that were used for colocalization studies in these transverse sections
were the same as that described above for whole-mount specimens.

Microscopy
Whole-mount retinas were imaged using low magnification epifluorescence microscopy (E800; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) before confocal
imaging. Epifluorescence microscopy images were used for precise
location of the retinal region, centered 3 mm superior to the optic disk
(Fig. 1), before confocal microscopy studies. Such measures ensured
that retinal eccentricity used for capillary morphometric comparisons
was consistent in each eye donor.
Two Nikon C1 microscopes equipped with either three lasers
(wavelengths 405, 488, and 532 nm) or four lasers (wavelengths 405,
488, 545, and 637 nm) were used for confocal imaging. Both
microscopes were equipped with EZ-C1 software (v.3.20) (Nikon).
Objective lenses that were used for confocal imaging included 34 (NA
0.2), 310 (NA 1.45), and 320 (NA 0.75) Plan-Apo lenses (Nikon). Using
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FIGURE 1. Region of study. Color fundus (A) and transverse retinal section (B) from healthy subjects demonstrate the clinical and histologic
features, respectively, of the retinal eccentricity chosen for capillary morphometry analysis. A region 3 mm superior to the optic disk (fenestrated
box) was examined. ONL, outer nuclear layer; IS, inner-segments of photoreceptors; OS, outer-segment of photoreceptors; A, artery; V, vein. Scale
bar: 1000 lm (color fundus) and 50 lm (histology).
a motorized stage, a series of z-stacks were captured for each specimen
beginning from the vitreal surface, at the level of the inner limiting
membrane, to the outer retina. Each z-stack consisted of a depth of
optical sections collected at 0.35 lm increments along the z-plane.
Images of different wavelengths were acquired sequentially.

confirm the position of capillary networks relative to the nerve fiber
layer (NFL), retinal ganglion cell (RGC) layer, bipolar cells, and
horizontal cells.

Quantitative Study of Capillary Networks

ImagePro Plus (Version 7.1; Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD) and
Image J (version 1.43, available free online, National Institute of Health,
in the public domain from http:/rsb.info.nih.gov/ij) were the imageanalysis software that was used to quantify confocal microscope
images. All images for the manuscript were prepared using Adobe
Photoshop (version 12.1, Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA) and Adobe
Illustrator CS5 (version 12.1.0, Adobe Systems Inc.).

A z-projected image of each capillary network together with previously
defined histologic parameters,7,13,16 was used to perform quantitative
measurements. The following measurements were attained from each
network as illustrated in Figure 2: Capillary diameter was defined as the
perpendicular distance across the maximum chord axis of each vessel.
Each image was partitioned into 9 equal areas and measurements were
acquired from each area to ensure representative sampling. Capillary
density was defined as percentage of the sample area occupied by
vessel lumens.

Study of Capillary Topography

Statistical Analysis

Morphometric criteria used previously to define vascular plexuses in
central nervous system and ocular studies were used to divide the
retinal circulation into different capillary networks.14–16,21 A change in
capillary branching pattern22,23 and projected orientation14,23,24 was
used to distinguish the different capillary networks. Additionally, using
the movie-sequence function available on Image J software to view the
z-stack sequentially, it was possible to determine if capillary networks
displayed a laminar, single-planar orientation that was confined
predominantly to a single retinal layer or if they displayed a complex
three-dimensional configuration that traversed the z-axis. In this report,
the term laminar refers to capillary configurations that are confined
predominantly to a single plane with minimal projections along the zaxis. Likewise, the term three-dimensional refers to capillary networks
that are not confined to a single plane, but instead demonstrate
prominent projections along the vertical z-axis.
The movie-sequence function on Image J also was used to view
capillary morphology simultaneously with nuclei and thereby locate
the position of capillary networks within the retina. Transverse and
flat-mount immunolabeling, with multiple antibodies, also was used to

All data were expressed in terms of mean and SE, and were calculated
using Sigmastat (Sigmastat, ver. 3.1; SPSS, Chicago, IL). Multiple
measurements from eyes with data taken from right and left eyes of
the same individual were analyzed using R (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria).25 One-way ANOVA testing was performed to compare measurements between layers. The model used
included ‘‘Right’’ or ‘‘Left’’ nested within ‘‘eye donor’’ as random
effects using linear mixed modeling to test measurement differences
between retinal layers.25 The assignment of donor as a random effect
was used to account for the effects of intra-‘‘eye’’ correlation and
similarly ‘‘Right’’ and ‘‘Left’’ to account for right and left eye
correlation. Statistical analysis also determined if age accounted for
differences in capillary diameter and vascular density measurements
between retinal layers. We tested the influence of age upon density
using a linear mixed model incorporating age as the predictive factor,
and right and left eye as random factors to account for variation
between right and left eye nested within donor eyes as another random
factor. We also performed a one-way ANOVA testing the effect of cause
of death upon vascular density using the same random effects model as

Image Preparation
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All orders of the retinal microvasculature were well
perfused after cannulation of the central retinal artery.
Endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, and nuclei of the
retinal vasculature were labeled clearly.

Capillary Topography in the Human Retina

FIGURE 2. Quantification of capillary diameter and density. Confocal
images of capillary networks (A) were traced manually (B) before
quantitative analysis. Each traced image was divided into 9 equal areas
(red fenestrated lines) to allow representative sampling of capillary
diameter. The perpendicular distance across the maximum chord axis
of each vessel was used to measure capillary diameter (green). The area
occupied by capillary structures, as a proportion of the total image
area, was used as a measure of capillary density and expressed as a
percentage. Scale bar: 50 lm.
described above. Cause of death was defined as either accidental or
cancer.

RESULTS
General
The mean donor age was 49.71 6 5.19 years. We examined 11
left and 5 right eyes from 12 male and 2 female donors. The
mean postmortem time to initial perfusion ranged from 3 to 22
hours, with an average of 13.39 6 1.68 hours.
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Morphometrically different capillary networks were identified
consistently in the following locations: NFL, RGL, border of
inner plexiform layer (IPL) and superficial boundary of the
inner nuclear layer (INL), and boundary of deep INL and outer
plexiform layer (OPL).
Capillaries in the NFL network were orientated parallel to
the direction of RGC axon bundles and arose from branch
vessels in the RGC layer. Capillaries in the NFL had linear
trajectories with fewer intercapillary anastomotic connections
compared to other networks (Fig. 3). Colocalization using csynuclein antibody confirmed that the location of this network
was within the NFL. Within the retinal eccentricity examined
in this study there was an observed reduction in capillary
density in the NFL as the distance away from the optic disk
increased (Fig. 3A).
In the RGC layer (Fig. 4), retinal arterioles clearly were
observed to give rise to capillary networks. Retinal venules also
were observed in this layer of the retina. Analysis of capillary
trajectory in the RGC layer, using the movie-sequence function
on Image J, demonstrated a complex vascular configuration.
Many capillaries in the RGC layer projected along a single plane
while some capillaries were observed to run obliquely at
varying angles along the z-plane, and form anastomoses with
capillary networks in the NFL and outer retina. The configuration of capillaries in the RGC network was significantly more
three-dimensional than the NFL network. Capillary density also
was observed to be greatest in the RGC capillary network.
The capillary network between the IPL and superficial
portion of the INL also displayed a three-dimensional vascular
configuration (Fig. 5). However, capillary density in this layer
appeared significantly less than the RGC layer with a
pronounced reduction in the number of vessels that projected
along a single plane. Colocalization studies using ON-bipolar
cell marker demonstrated that capillaries in this layer were
situated among bipolar cell processes.
The deepest capillary network was found at the level of
horizontal cells in the INL (Fig. 6). Colocalization studies using
Go-a antibody revealed that synapses of ON-bipolar cells were
distributed among the capillary network. Similar to the NFL
network, capillaries in this layer demonstrated predominantly a
laminar configuration with most capillaries projecting along a
single plane. Multiple closed loops also were observed in this
capillary network.

Quantitative Analysis of Capillary Diameter
Mean capillary diameter for all networks was 8.26 6 0.03 lm.
Table 2 provides mean capillary diameter for each capillary
network. Capillary diameter in the NFL network was significantly greater than in the RGC (P < 0.001) and IPL (P < 0.001)
networks. Capillary diameter in the deep INL network also was
significantly greater than in the RGC (P < 0.001) and IPL (P <
0.001) networks. There was no difference in capillary diameter
between the NFL and deep INL networks (P ¼ 0.227), and RGC
and IPL networks (P ¼ 0.740). Age did not influence capillary
diameter in any of the networks (all P > 0.050).
Table 3 provides mean capillary diameter for patients
deceased from cancer or accidental means. There was no
difference in capillary diameter between the two groups in the
RGC (P ¼ 0.303), NFL (P ¼ 0.874), IPL (P ¼ 0.964), and deep
INL (P ¼ 0.183) networks.
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FIGURE 3. NFL capillary network. (A) Whole-mount confocal microscope image captured from a single laser channel demonstrates the
linear trajectory of capillaries and the relative absence of anastomotic
connections between vessels. There is a reduction in the density of
capillaries as the distance away from optic disk increases (left-to-right
direction in image). (B) Merged image with nuclei information
demonstrates a paucity of cells in this region. (C) Triple-stained
transverse retinal section demonstrates the location of this network
within the NFL. Lectins stain endothelium, Hoechst stain nuclei, and csynuclein stain RGC axons. Scale bar: 50 lm.
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FIGURE 4. RGC layer capillary network. (A) Whole-mount confocal
microscope image captured from a single laser channel demonstrates
the high density of capillaries in this network. Arterioles and venules
also are observed in addition to capillaries. (B) Merged image with
nuclei information demonstrates a high density of cells in this region.
(C) Triple-stained transverse retinal section demonstrates the location
of this network within the RGC layer. Lectins stain endothelium,
Hoechst stain nuclei, and c-synuclein stain RGCs. Scale bar: 50 lm.

IOVS, August 2012, Vol. 53, No. 9

FIGURE 5. IPL and superficial INL capillary network. (A) Whole-mount
confocal microscope image captured from a single laser channel
demonstrates the low density of capillaries in this network. (B) Merged
image with nuclei information demonstrates a large number of cells in
this region. (C) Triple-stained transverse retinal section demonstrates
that this network is located at the boundary between the IPL and INL.
Lectins stain endothelium, Hoechst stain nuclei, and Go-a stain ONbipolar cells. Scale bar: 50 lm.
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FIGURE 6. Deep INL and OPL capillary network. (A) Whole-mount
confocal microscope image captured from a single laser channel
demonstrates the planar configuration of this network with multiple
closed capillary loops. (B) Merged image with nuclei information
demonstrates a high density of cells in this region. (C) Triple-stained
transverse retinal section demonstrates that this network is located at
the boundary between the INL and OPL. Lectins stain endothelium,
Hoechst stain nuclei, and Parvalbumin stain horizontal cells. Scale bar:
50 lm.
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TABLE 2. Quantitative Capillary Diameter and Density Data for Each Network
Capillary Network

NFL

RGC

IPL / Superficial INL

Deep INL/OPL

Capillary diameter (lm)
Capillary density (%)

8.47 6 0.05 (540)
13.69 6 0.01 (12)

8.01 6 0.05 (540)
26.74 6 0.01 (12)

7.99 6 0.06 (540)
11.28 6 0.01 (12)

8.56 6 0.06 (540)
16.12 6 0.01 (12)

Mean and SE for NFL, RGC layer, IPL and superficial INL (IPL/superficial INL), and deep INL and outer OPL (deep INL/OPL) networks is
provided. Numbers in parentheses indicate sample number for each measurement.

Quantitative Analysis of Capillary Density
Table 2 provides mean density measurements for each capillary
network. Capillary densities were significantly different between networks. Capillary density was greatest in the RGC
network, and was significantly greater than the NFL (P <
0.001), IPL (P < 0.001), and deep INL (P < 0.001) networks.
Capillary density was lowest in the IPL network and was
significantly lower than the deep INL network (P < 0.001).
NFL capillary density also was greater than the IPL network (P
¼ 0.036). Age did not influence capillary density in any of the
networks (all P > 0.050).
Table 3 provides mean capillary density for patients
deceased from cancer and accidental means. There was no
difference in capillary density between the two groups in the
RGC (P ¼ 0.660), NFL (P ¼ 0.886), and IPL (P ¼ 0.455)
networks. Capillary density was significantly greater in the
cancer group in the deep INL network (P ¼ 0.046).

DISCUSSION
Capillary networks in the human retina are required to support
the immense energy demands of neuronal components without
compromising the optical integrity of the light pathway to the
outer retina. In this regard, the function served by the retinal
circulation is significantly different from other capillary
networks in the central nervous system (CNS). Oxygen tension
and demands within the retina markedly are heterogeneous,9
and the metabolic demands of distinct retinal layers are satisfied
most likely, to varying extents, by capillary adaptations that
function to increase the efficiency of regional nutrient delivery
and waste removal. Therefore, studying morphometric variations between capillary networks may provide vital information
concerning the energy requirements of regional neuronal
structures via effective neurovascular coupling mechanisms. It
also may allow useful structure-function extrapolations between capillary morphometry and previously determined
measurements on retinal metabolism3–8,26–29 to be performed.
Previous investigators have used a variety of different
techniques to document the organization of capillary networks in the primate retina. Trypsin digest30 and corrosion
casting31 techniques have provided valuable information
concerning the three-dimensional morphology of capillary
networks, however, inadvertent tissue damage as a result of
these techniques limited localization of capillary networks
respective to retinal layers. Fluorescein angiography32 and
magnetic resonance imaging33 have been used recently to

study the retinal circulation; however, the limited resolution
offered by these techniques again precluded study at a cellular
level and restricted colocalization. A major advantage of the
methodology used in our study is that it allows complete
labeling of the retinal microcirculation without inadvertently
altering surrounding nonvascular structures. Triple-labeling of
post-perfused tissue also allowed accurate identification of
capillary network location within the retina and confirmed
what was demonstrated on flat-mount confocal microscope
images.
There have been varying reports concerning the order and
number of capillary networks in the human retina. Early
trypsin digest studies by Toussaint et al. demonstrated a lack of
capillary lamination,34 while Michaelson et al. demonstrated a
two-layered laminar pattern using benzidine peroxidase
techniques.35 The histologic details reported in these studies
most likely were limited to some extent by the microscopic
and immunohistochemical techniques that were available at
the time. Snodderly et al.15,16 and Gariano et al.10 published
excellent studies in the 1990s, and demonstrated two inner
and two outer capillary beds in human and nonhuman primate
retinae. Our findings reaffirm that of the latter 2 groups, and
demonstrate four morphometrically different capillary networks in the human retina being present in the following
regions: NFL, RGC layer, border of IPL and superficial boundary
of INL, and boundary of deep INL and OPL. Similar to these
previous investigators,10,15,16 we found that the innermost and
outermost capillary networks displayed a single, planar
configuration, while that of the RGC and IPL demonstrated a
complex three-dimensional configuration. Three-dimensional
vascular configurations are believed to increase the efficiency
of oxygen transfer and waste removal in metabolically active
tissues.21,23 The variation in retinal capillary network morphology identified in our study demonstrated important
parallels to the human cerebral cortex where the microcirculation is adapted in accordance with regional neuronal
demands.24,36,37 Previous researchers have shown that the
inner 1 mm of cerebral cortex demonstrates large meshes, the
next 2 mm are filled with fine polygonal meshes, and the outer
0.1 mm contains large quadrangular meshes that run parallel to
the surface.24,36,37 Taken together our findings suggested that,
similar to the brain, capillary networks in the retina are
morphometrically adapted to serve the unique functional
demands of each retinal layer.
Using confocal microscope techniques and image analysis
software, we were able to quantify the morphometric
characteristics of each capillary network and, thus, extend

TABLE 3. Morphometric Comparisons between Cancer-Death and Accidental-Death Groups
Capillary Network

NFL

RGC

IPL / Superficial INL

Deep INL/OPL

Cause of death
Accidental
Cancer
Accidental
Cancer
Accidental
Cancer
Accidental
Cancer
Capillary diameter (lm)
8.30 6 0.08 8.64 6 0.08 8.02 6 0.07 8.01 6 0.07 7.98 6 0.08 8.00 6 0.08 8.34 6 0.08 8.78 6 0.08
Total capillary density (%) 13.17 6 0.01 14.22 6 0.01 27.25 6 0.02 26.23 6 0.02 10.81 6 0.01 11.75 6 0.01 14.72 6 0.01 17.52 6 0.00
Mean and SE for NFL, RGC layer, IPL and superficial INL (IPL/superficial INL), and deep INL and OPL (deep INL/OPL) networks is provided.
Capillary density in the deep INL/OPL network was significantly different between the two groups.
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on the observations made by previous investigators. We
identified significant differences in capillary diameter among
all four networks, with the smallest capillary diameter being
present in the RGC and IPL networks. Mean capillary
diameter is one measure of the rate at which a capillary
network is able to exchange oxygen per unit volume of
blood.38 A reduction in capillary diameter increases the
surface area-to-blood volume ratio, resulting in greater oxygen
exchange area for a given amount of blood. In the brain,
differences in intracortical capillary network diameters
correlate with regional variations in neuronal function.39
Lower mean diameters of capillary networks in RGC and IPL
layers suggested high rates of oxygen exchange in this region
of the retina. These morphometric findings correlated with
our previous in vivo functional studies, in which we
demonstrated high oxygen uptake in the IPL.9 Capillary
diameter measurements in our study also were greater than in
previous reports15,16 and may reflect inter-species and tissue
preparation differences.
Within the grey matter of the CNS an increase in capillary
density correlates strongly with an increase in blood flow and
mitochondrial activity.40 Histologic studies have shown significant variation in vascular density across neuronal layers in the
brain.41 Total capillary density in the nonhuman primate fovea,
peri-fovea and peripapillary region has been measured as 40%,
45%, and 60 to 70% of cases, respectively.15,16 Vascular density
also is known to vary depending on the eccentricity from
central retina.10 To our knowledge, there have not been
previous capillary density measurements of individual networks in the human retina. In our study, capillary density was
greatest in the RGC layer implicating it as a metabolically
intense region. The dependency of RGCs on a high density
capillary circulation may be one reason why this subset of
neurons could be vulnerable particularly to acute, transient
and mild hypoxic stress.42
Although our study provided important new knowledge
regarding retinal capillary topography in human eyes, we
acknowledge several limitations of the report. Firstly, the
sample size of our study is relatively small and consists of only
16 human eyes. It is difficult to acquire human eyes from
healthy individuals and we did not wish to waste human tissue
by performing an extensive analysis when appropriate
statistical tests permitted us to identify reliably differences
between capillary networks, despite the relative small sample
size. The other limitation of our work is that only one retinal
eccentricity was examined. The aim of our study was to
quantify the morphometric characteristics of capillary networks, and speculate upon structure-function relationships
between vascular units and regional metabolic activity. It is
expected that the morphometric characteristics of capillary
networks will vary according to retinal eccentricity especially
in specialized regions of the retina, such as the fovea, macula,
and immediate peripapillary tissue. Similar to the report by
Snodderly et al.,15,16 we observed a change in the NFL capillary
network in a proximal-distal direction. Gariano et al. demonstrated that deeper vascular layers disappear in the peripheral
retina.10 Therefore, examination of the far peripheral retina
possibly may demonstrate significant alterations to capillary
networks.
Our study provided important insights into vascular
mechanisms relevant to retinal homeostasis. We demonstrated
that mode of death was a significant factor in determining
capillary density, and it is expected that regional capillary
networks will be altered by ocular and systemic disease.
Therefore, it will be important to perform similar studies using
diseased human eyes as it may enhance our understanding of
capillary-mediated mechanisms in retinal vascular disease.
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